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Knitted cables, with their three-dimensional twists and turns, are a common element in lots of

patterns â€” but most patterns donâ€™t include directions for executing them. Cable Left, Cable

Right, by expert knitter Judith Durant, eliminates the mystery with detailed, in-depth instructions for

creating 94 different styles of cable, from perfectly plain to fantastically fancy. Close-up photos and

clear instructions teach you the techniques you need, including design options like braids,

diamonds, and pretzels so you can make your cables truly one-of-a-kind. This book is the perfect

companion to any knitting pattern featuring cables, giving you the information and skills to make

polished, beautiful, and unique cables for any project.
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"Judith Durant has done it again! This is a reference gem that every knitter â€” from hobbyist to

designer â€” will want. It educates on cable construction and methods and inspires you to knit

yourself down a windy, cabled project road." â€” Vickie Howell, TV host and yarn arts designer and

ambassador Â 

Make Your Knitting POP From standard ropes to squiggles and complex pretzels, cables bring life

to any project. Judith Durant offers the key to unlocking these appealing twists and turns with

step-by-step instructions for 94 specific patterns that will take your knitting from simple to

spectacular.



I borrowed this book from the library, and found so many great patterns that I just had to buy my

own copy. Knit on.

Lovely book of various cable stitches. Thorough explanation with photos of various stitches and

their symbols in charts. Step-by-step instructions.

Fun stitches! Very easy to follow. Spiral bound makes it easy to hold my place. Great service.

Chock-full of good patterns with clear directions, this book can inspire you to create your own

patterns. Photos make it easy to see details, so you know what to expect when you use these cable

techniques in your own work. The book is small enough, and sturdy enough, to pack it into a small

bag with your current projects. All this--and it's fun, too.
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very helpful and clearly written
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